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Synopsis 

At the request of GSA and DHS, the ACT-IAC Network and Telecommunications 

Community of Interest prepared the following report.  The authors plan to 

schedule follow-up meetings with agency representatives to share the results. The 

purpose of this report is to provide guidance to agencies across the government 

for the upcoming transition from GSA’s Networx and related contracts to the GSA 

Enterprise Infrastructure Solutions (EIS) contract, the centerpiece of GSA’s 

Network Services 2020 (NS2020) initiative. This transition will present agencies 

with significant opportunities and risks. The NS2020 EIS Transition Committee has 

developed the recommendations that follow to help the government maximize 

the benefits and minimize the risks associated with the move to EIS.   

This document is Part 1 of a two-part report. The committee will deliver Part 2, an 

EIS Transition Playbook, at a later date. 
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American Council for Technology-Industry Advisory Council (ACT-IAC) 

The American Council for Technology (ACT) is a non-profit educational organization established to 

create a more effective and innovative government.  ACT-IAC provides a unique, objective and 

trusted forum where government and industry executives are working together to improve public 

services and agency operations through the use of technology.  ACT-IAC contributes to better 

communications between government and industry, collaborative and innovative problem solving 

and a more professional and qualified workforce. 

The information, conclusions and recommendations contained in this publication were produced by 

volunteers from government and industry who share the ACT-IAC vision of a more effective and 

innovative government.  ACT-IAC volunteers represent a wide diversity of organizations (public and 

private) and functions.  These volunteers use the ACT-IAC collaborative process, refined over thirty 

years of experience, to produce outcomes that are consensus-based.  The findings and 

recommendations contained in this report are based on consensus and do not represent the views of 

any particular individual or organization.  

To maintain the objectivity and integrity of its collaborative process, ACT-IAC does not accept 

government funding.  This report and other ACT-IAC activities are underwritten by AT&T, ACT-IAC’s 

strategic mission partner, and a number of private sector organizations who share the ACT-IAC 

commitment to better government.  ACT-IAC is greatly appreciative of this support and a complete 

list of sponsors can be found on the ACT-IAC website.  

ACT-IAC welcomes the participation of all public and private organizations committed to improving 

the delivery of public services through the effective and efficient use of IT. For additional information, 

visit the ACT-IAC website at www.actiac.org.  

 

ACT-IAC Networks & Telecommunications COI  

The ACT-IAC Network and Telecommunications Community of Interest (N&T COI)  mission is to provide clarity, 

impartial feedback, and points for consideration on networks and telecom issues identified in collaboration 

with the Government Advisors and industry. The N&T COI provides a forum where government and industry 

executives are working together on key telecommunications issues such as interoperability, information 

sharing, communications architectures, wireless technologies, converged internet protocol based services, 

security, and continuity of service. The N&T COI established the NS2020 Working Group that provides a forum 

where government and industry are collaborating on shaping a vision and strategy for the next generation of 

federal telecommunications systems. Issues currently on the agenda include GSA/vendor operations, program 

development, goals and metrics, business growth & collaboration and Technology/Innovation.  
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The NS2020 Enterprise Infrastructure Solutions (EIS) Transition Committee is comprised of three sub-

committees, each focusing on recommendations related to a different aspect of the EIS transition: 

 Agency and Industry Interaction Recommendations 

 Contractual Transition Recommendations 

 Transition Playbook Recommendations 

The report that follows integrates the recommendations of the Agency and Industry Interactions sub-

committee and the Contractual Transition Recommendations sub-committee. The Transition Playbook 

Recommendations will be published subsequently, pending additional feedback from the government. 

Disclaimer 

This document has been prepared to contribute to a more effective, efficient and innovative government.  The 

information contained in this report is the result of a collaborative process in which a number of individuals 

participated.  This document does not – nor is it intended to – endorse or recommend any specific technology, 

product or vendor. Moreover, the views expressed in this document do not necessarily represent the official 

views of the individuals and organizations that participated in its development. Every effort has been made to 

present accurate and reliable information in this report. However, ACT-IAC assumes no responsibility for 

consequences resulting from the use of the information herein.  

Copyright 

©American Council for Technology, 2016. This document may not be quoted, reproduced and/or 

distributed unless credit is given to the American Council for Technology-Industry Advisory Council. 

Further Information 

For further information, contact the American Council for Technology-Industry Advisory Council at 

(703) 208-4800 or www.actiac.org.  
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Introduction and Executive Summary 
The purpose of this report is to provide guidance to agencies across the government for the 

upcoming transition from GSA’s Networx and related contracts to the GSA Enterprise Infrastructure 

Solutions (EIS) contract, the centerpiece of GSA’s Network Services 2020 (NS2020) initiative. This 

transition will present agencies with significant opportunities and risks. The NS2020 EIS Transition 

Committee has developed the recommendations that follow to help the government maximize the 

benefits and minimize the risks associated with the move to EIS.   

Benefits from a well-designed and well executed transition to EIS can include: 

 Substantial cost savings 

 Access to industry’s latest technologies 

 Optimization of agency networks 

 Improved effectiveness of citizen services  

 Improved efficiency of agency operations 

 Enhanced cybersecurity protections 

A poorly planned and poorly executed transition, in addition to causing agencies to miss out on these 

benefits, can create significant risks, including: 

 Interruptions in vital services to citizens 

 Operational problems for agency users 

 Delay in achieving benefits of new services and new prices 

 Diversion of management attention to troubleshooting transition problems 

 Negative publicity 

Network and contract transitions are never easy. There are no cookie-cutter formulas guaranteed to 

deliver all the benefits and make all the risks go away. The recommendations below focus on the 

importance of an open dialog and substantial information exchange between government and 

industry at the agency level to work out the many details that will contribute to a successful 

transition.   

Agency officials face an enormous challenge fitting in the EIS transition with many other important 

priorities. However, as the government learned during the transition from FTS2001 to Networx, 

putting off transition can generate large opportunity costs and can compound transition risks and 

headaches. The recommendations below will have the greatest positive impact if agencies begin now 

to interact with industry to improve their EIS transition plans. The dialog between government and 

industry on the specifics of agency-level transitions does not need to wait until the award of the EIS 

http://www.actiac.org/
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Indefinite-Delivery, Indefinite Quantity (IDIQ) contracts. To the contrary, we have a window of 

opportunity now to lay the groundwork for transition success.     

Recommendation #1:  Use the GSA EIS acquisition planning process as a model for 

agency and industry interactions during the transition planning period. 

Description and Benefits:  GSA used a process to design the EIS Indefinite-Delivery, Indefinite-

Quantity (IDIQ) Request for Proposal (RFP) that was successful due, in large part, to GSA’s 

commitment to an open dialog with industry. At every stage of the EIS acquisition life cycle, GSA 

shared EIS strategies, plans, and draft documents with industry. GSA encouraged industry to provide 

feedback. In response to industry’s recommendations, GSA made significant changes to the evolving 

EIS acquisition strategy and to the draft EIS acquisition documents. This transparent, interactive 

process resulted in a very mature EIS IDIQ RFP that generated bids from a broad range of 

competitors. It will almost certainly result in lower prices and access to the latest generation of 

advanced, high quality network services.   

The NS2020 EIS Transition Committee recommends that agencies across the government follow a 

similar open, interactive process as they design their EIS Fair Opportunity acquisition strategies, 

plans, and documents.  We list, below, some specific recommendations for interactions with industry 

that will contribute to the success of the EIS Fair Opportunity process: 

1. Share agency-level Fair Opportunity acquisition strategies with industry.   

2. Release agency-level RFIs (Requests for Information) to encourage industry feedback on 

alternative technical designs and management approaches. 

3. Provide early Draft Fair Opportunity solicitations with as much detail as possible (e.g. Draft 

Sections B, C, J, L, and M). 

4. Conduct Agency Industry Days where agency officials share their plans with industry and 

answer industry’s questions. 

5. Conduct one-on-one sessions where bidders can have frank, confidential discussions with 

agency officials, including sessions to capture feedback following release of RFIs.   

6. Hold follow-up rounds of one-on-one sessions after release of draft solicitations.  

7. Create agency-level online feedback mechanisms, similar to GSA’s Interact site, perhaps by 

having GSA provide agencies with a partitioned section of the Interact site. 

8. Allow for sufficient time for multiple rounds of Questions and Answers (Q&A) following the 

release of agency-level Fair Opportunity solicitations. 

9. Utilize GSA’s Assumptions and Exceptions process (language similar to L.8 of EIS RFP). 

http://www.actiac.org/
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Recommendation #2: Outline agency-level requirements early and encourage early 

feedback from industry.  

Description and Benefits:  Begin to outline agency-level requirements early in the acquisition 

planning process and continue to communicate with industry throughout the agency-level Fair 

Opportunity competition process. Use GSA transition consultants to help agencies design their Fair 

Opportunity timelines, RFIs, and draft solicitation documents. Enlist the support of these consultants 

to design a transparent process including mechanisms such as online tools, agency-level industry 

days, and one-on-one meetings for sharing this information with industry and gathering and assessing 

feedback from industry.   

Early and ongoing communication between agencies and EIS vendors will help the government more 

specifically define realistic, affordable and executable requirements and identify risks. Effective, early 

communication can stimulate creative inputs from industry about different components of agency’s 

requirements, including schedule realism, technical feasibility, and low cost technical options that 

may not have been considered fully in the initial stages of internal agency EIS planning. An early 

exchange of draft solicitation documents (Draft RFPs, SOWs, etc.) with industry will give industry 

sufficient time to help agencies refine their language to clarify their functional needs while allowing 

for innovative, cost effective solutions from industry.   

This process of interacting with industry early will provide agencies information needed to improve 

their cost/benefit evaluations of network design options and to refine program plans and budgets to 

address needs for near and long term technological and operational growth. Agencies can also use 

this early dialog with industry to refine strategies that support rapid transition of Networx services to 

EIS with low cost and schedule risks.  

Recommendation #3: Provide early data on “as-is” agency network architectures and 

inventories. 

Description and Benefits:  We recommend that agencies provide industry with secure, controlled 

access to the agency-level inventories that have been developed by GSA as soon as possible.  

Agencies should continue to allow industry to review inventory data as it is updated during the 

transition planning phase. Agencies should encourage industry to provide input to help agencies 

determine whether inventory components should be maintained as is, upgraded, replaced or 

disconnected. Agencies should provide industry with results of agency determinations of inventory 

accuracy. Agencies should consider using GSA’s Acquserve portal as a secure, controlled mechanism 

to share inventory information with industry.  

http://www.actiac.org/
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Sharing an accurate agency-level inventory and an accurate “as-is” agency network architecture early 

will allow industry to review, analyze, and provide specific feedback to agencies about how industry’s 

latest technologies can cost-effectively meet agency near and long term operational needs and 

improve on current agency network capabilities. The outcome of this process will lower cost, 

schedule and technical risks and help agencies to identify current service excesses and shortfalls.   

By giving industry access to the inventories before release of the final agency Fair Opportunity 

solicitations, agencies will give industry more time to optimize their network solutions, which will 

result in stronger, lower cost proposals once the Fair Opportunity solicitations are released.   

Another benefit of early release of agency “as-is” inventories is that the inventories are likely to 

contain errors, anomalies, and other technical flaws. It’s better to get industry’s inputs to help fix 

these inventory problems early before release of the final Fair Opportunity solicitations. This will 

reduce the likelihood of delays following the Fair Opportunity solicitation release and will minimize 

the potential for post-award cost increases, schedule delays, and technical problems related to 

inaccurate inventories.     

Once the EIS offerors get access to the agency-level inventory data, their engineers can begin 

designing specific solutions to save the agencies money, improve their current service, and address 

their long term needs. For example, industry can show how agencies can minimize costs and improve 

service by introducing new technologies (e.g., replacing point-to-point circuits with Ethernet) at 

specific agency locations. 

Industry will be able to use inventory data to identify high-payoff investments – e.g., building special 

access to key agency locations. It takes time to identify these cost-saving investment opportunities, 

and even more time to get these investments approved up the corporate decision-making chain. 

Access to the agency-level inventory data will provide an objective basis for the business cases 

needed for these types of investments. 

Providing the agency-level inventories will also lead to better solutions. If we wait until the EIS IDIQ 

contracts are awarded, when agencies will start releasing their Fair Opportunity solicitations, industry 

won’t have the time to do all of the analysis of alternatives, review them with corporate executives, 

get approvals, etc.   

Early access to “as-is” agency inventory data will allow industry to respond more quickly once agency-

level Fair Opportunity solicitations are released because industry will have already done much of the 

time-consuming work on engineering and pricing. Therefore industry will be able to handle more 

agency solicitations in a shorter amount of time. 

http://www.actiac.org/
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It will be essential to get agency approval for releasing agency-level inventory information. Agencies 

will need to be sure that sensitive information of this type will not be available to the general 

public. The use of the Acquserve portal can help. There is already controlled, limited access to the 

portal. Agencies may be satisfied with the currently level of security on Acquserve. If not, they could 

take additional steps. The data could be treated as “For Official Use Only” (FOUO), or the agencies 

may want to have the EIS bidders sign additional confidentiality agreements. 

Industry access to the agency-level inventories may be able to be done simply by adding an agency 

field to the current inventory database available on Acquserve. Then the agency-level data could be 

updated once the agencies provide updates to GSA.   

As we discuss above, there are many actions that will help move the transition process along, 

including releasing agency-level acquisition strategies, RFI’s, Draft Fair Opportunity solicitations, 

conducting one-on-one agency sessions with industry, and holding agency-level briefings.   Providing 

EIS offerors an early opportunity to review and analyze agency-level inventories, in parallel with these 

other actions, will enable the type of specific, focused industry-government dialog that will maximize 

the benefits and minimize the risks of the upcoming transition to EIS.   

Recommendation #4:   Phase agency Fair Opportunity solicitation releases to 

industry. 

Description and Benefits:  A compressed transition schedule will require a strategic approach to the 

release of agency-level solicitations. Releasing a high volume of solicitations all at once or within a 

small window of time would limit competition by decreasing the likelihood of agencies receiving 

quality responses from all or most EIS vendors. To increase the likelihood of quality responses, a 

phased approach is essential. Phasing the release of solicitations with a schedule of release, response 

and award timeframes will allow both agencies and vendors to plan accordingly. 

We recommend phased solicitation releases to industry agency-by-agency or organizational 

component-by-component within an agency. Agencies could also establish different phases for data 

and voice services, for mandatory and optional services, for different geographical areas, and/or for 

different types of sites (e.g., large, medium and small). 

Here are some examples of phasing strategies: 

 

 Inter-agency coordinated release:  A coordinated inter-agency schedule would smooth the 

impact on corporate resources and avoid the potential problems that would result from 

releasing an overwhelming number of Fair Opportunity solicitations on industry at one time. 

http://www.actiac.org/
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Industry has limited capacity to do deep and creative engineering analysis, refine bid pricing, 

develop tailored transition plans, and take care of internal reviews and approvals. Inter-

agency schedule cooperation would help to make the load more manageable, resulting in 

higher quality responses. By inter-agency phasing of the release of Fair Opportunity 

solicitations, one agency can learn from another. The later agencies can benefit from 

reviewing the earlier agency solicitations. They can research feedback from industry or 

problems that have cropped up leading to amendments to initial solicitations. GSA could 

facilitate this inter-agency coordination by encouraging agencies to schedule the month and 

year of their planned Fair Opportunity Solicitations on the GSA Interact portal. This would help 

agencies de-conflict their solicitation release schedules. It would also provide industry with 

the lead-time needed for solicitation response resource planning. 

 

 Simplest first:  Agencies could first select an easy, straightforward and non-complex service to 

transition in order to prove their transition process. Once the process is initiated or 

implemented, they could proceed to more complex transitions, while scheduling additional 

simple services along the way. The agencies could then continue to review and measure the 

results of transition, adjust as necessary, and align resources to support agency transition 

phases.       

 

 Greatest cost savings first:  Some agencies may choose to move first on the areas that will 

save them the most money. Agencies could select a few sites meeting this criteria to prove 

their transition processes and then move forward with their remaining sites. 

 

 Critical requirements first:  Another option is to place critical agency requirements first. For 

example, agencies may want to move more quickly to address the needs of user groups who 

are anticipating dramatic increases in bandwidth demand due to new applications coming on-

line. Agencies should also start with a few sites or locations that meet this criteria to prove 

their process first. 

Recommendation #5:  Streamline Fair Opportunity solicitations for efficiency. 

Description and Benefits:  The following Fair Opportunity solicitation design recommendations will 

help to streamline agency/industry interactions resulting in lower costs and a faster transition.  

1. Limit customization of Service Level Agreements (SLAs) and encourage use of SLAs as defined 

in the EIS RFP.  

2. Limit customization of reports and encourage use of standard industry tools. 

http://www.actiac.org/
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3. Limit customization of agency-level billing requirements. 

4. Provide separate solicitations for Mandatory Services and for Optional Services.  

5. Develop solicitations that provide functional descriptions of requirements and performance 

(see below for more detail on functional acquisition strategies).  

6. Define measurable outcomes rather than pre-defining specific technical solutions or 

specifying the use of particular products. 

7. Specify professional service requirements separately under EIS Labor Service categories rather 

than including them in descriptions of required technical services. 

8. Design agency-level solicitations that clarify how agencies plan to transition their inventories, 

i.e. whether their inventories will be maintained as is, upgraded, replaced or disconnected. 

9. Create a standard award debriefing template. 

10. Create and utilize standard solicitation templates for agencies (e.g. provide a standard 

template for large deal solicitations and one for small deal solicitations). 

11. Create and utilize standard pricing templates for agencies when purchasing non-complex 

services. (See above for a discussion of different strategies for purchase of simple or standard 

versus complex EIS services.)   

a. EIS pricing tables should be used as the baseline structure. 

b. At a minimum, a template for baseline pricing should include the following fields; CLIN, 

CLIN Description, Location Address, local 10 digit phone # NSC/SWC, Port Speed, 

Access Speed, List Price Field and Discounted Price Field, TUC#, Mileage, Tier Bands, 

Quantity, # of Months, Start and Stop dates, and NRC and MRC waiver fields. 

12. Establish guidelines for tiered response times based on complexity of each agency-level 

solicitation. 

 

These solicitation design recommendations should help agencies reduce costs and save resources 

associated with transition. Customization of SLAs or reports, for example, would require each vendor 

to reevaluate, redesign, re-build, and re-deploy processes, structures, and systems. This would add 

time for Fair Opportunity bidders to prepare their responses and would add costs to vendor 

proposals.  
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Recommendation #6: Identify complex requirements functionally – Do not over-

specify or constrain solutions. 

Description and Benefits:  The main benefit of identifying requirements functionally is that this 

provides bidders the flexibility to put forward innovative and lower cost approaches to meeting 

complex agency requirements. Instead of agencies defining their complex requirements in terms of 

specific CLINs or mapping an existing service to a specific EIS CLIN, agencies should describe their 

functional needs and enable EIS vendors to define the solution either in terms of established CLINs or 

TUCs. (Note that GSA has established Task order Unique CLINs (TUCs) for each service to allow for 

additions of features or other criteria when needed to meet agency specific requirements.)    

 

Many agencies currently purchase local and long distance services separately, often using multiple 

contract vehicles. With the new, integrated EIS contract design, industry may be able to offer 

creative, cost-saving approaches to integrating local and long distance services. Therefore, we 

encourage agencies not to pre-define how to split local and long distance services. Rather, they 

should describe their functional requirement on an end-to-end basis and provide industry the 

flexibility to optimize their technical approaches to addressing local and long distance services in an 

integrated manner. 

Likewise, this functional approach can help agencies address the dilemma of whether agencies should 

specify transformative solutions or ask for one-for-one replacement of existing services. If agencies 

specify their near-term and mid-term requirements in functional terms, industry can have the 

flexibility either to design one-for-one replacements or to design solutions that can offer both cost 

savings and improved services compared with current services. For agencies considering the benefits 

of transformative solutions, they can also use pre-Fair Opportunity solicitation market research to get 

feedback from industry about options for using the EIS contract to transform from legacy 

technologies. It will also provide them with the opportunity to assess the technical, schedule, and 

cost tradeoffs associated with alternative types of next-generation solutions. 

 

Recommendation #7: Agencies should work with industry and GSA to address EIS 

contract risk scenarios. 

Description and Benefits:  The change from the Networx contract to the EIS contract has introduced 

areas of potential risk and uncertainty for agencies as they initiate their transition planning. IAC has 

http://www.actiac.org/
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identified some of these risk areas, below, and provides some recommendations for mitigating each 

risk:  

 Risk #1:  No EIS contractors provide service in certain local areas.   

Recommended Mitigation Actions 

o We recommend that agencies get an early start with reviewing and validating the 

current local inventory under Networx, the GSA regional LSA contracts and WITS 3.  

o We recommend that Agencies conduct market research prior to releasing a Task Order 

RFP to determine which contractors can meet the local requirements. As discussed 

above, market research can be done by holding Industry days or by releasing draft Fair 

Opportunity solicitation documents. EIS contractors can inform agencies if there is an 

issue regarding coverage. This approach will allow the agency to identify to GSA 

services that they are concerned may not be covered in EIS. It is expected that multiple 

contractors bidding on EIS will include more than the minimum twenty five (25) Core 

Based Statistical Areas (CBSAs). If there are no offerors in the CBSA where the local 

service is provided then GSA and the Agency can work to find an alternate local source 

to complete the transition.   

o As discussed above, we recommend that Agencies use functional specifications to 

increase the probability that multiple contractors will bid each service, increasing the 

likelihood of complete service area coverage.  

o As also discussed above, GSA may use a pooled approach for smaller agencies. This 

pooling method should increase the likelihood that smaller agencies will avoid 

geographical gaps in service coverage. 

 

 Risk #2: Agencies require assistance integrating local and national service solutions. 

Recommended Mitigation Actions 

o As described by GSA in the Draft Phased Orderly Approach document, agencies can 

utilize the services of GSA to complete any and all steps of transitioning local services 

to the EIS contract. This support from GSA can help agencies integrate local and 

national service solutions. 

o During transition planning agencies must evaluate the pros and cons of having 

different contractors provide local and national voice service. Early interactions with 

industry can help agencies identify the options and analyze the tradeoffs. 
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 Risk #3:  Agencies that have very straight-forward transitions but have limited staff to 

conduct the transition may request GSA to perform most of their transition for them.  

Recommended Mitigation Actions 

 

o An example of a transition that would reflect this condition is a smaller agency with 

only voice services and basic internet connectivity requirements, although other types 

of services could also qualify. Additionally an agency may have limited expertise to 

write an SOW, limited technical capability to evaluate the responses received from the 

contractors or limited time to perform the tasks associated with the steps above.   

o Smaller agencies should execute a memorandum of understanding (MOU) and 

Interagency Agreement (IA) with GSA, authorizing GSA to make the fair opportunity 

decision, order services on EIS, and have the services disconnected from the current 

contract on behalf of the agency. 

 

 Risk #4:  Agencies may have limited or no funding to transform from existing services to 

new EIS services.  

Recommended Mitigation Actions 

o This is a risk for any transition other than like-for-like.  If an agency uses a functional 

specification for their SOW and a solution is a new service, then funding may be a 

factor due to higher proposal evaluation costs.  

o To mitigate this risk, agencies should use cost/benefit analysis to evaluate payoff from 

transformation and provide a basis for reallocating budgets or requesting additional 

funding. Industry can provide inputs and case studies that can help agencies in the 

preparation of their cost/benefit assessments.  

o If Service Related Equipment (SRE) is part of a transformative infrastructure service, 

we recommend that agencies ensure that no end-of-life support issues exist.  These 

types of issues can drive up total-cost-of-ownership, which could impact the 

cost/benefit analysis or force agencies to postpone transformation to a later date. 

 

 Risk #5:  Agencies miss important transition deadlines. 

Recommended Mitigation Action  

o We recommend the Agency appoint a transition sponsor who will assist when the 

need arises.   
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o The sponsor should be someone who has the technical and managerial expertise to 

solve transition problems and handle escalations as they occur during the 

transition.   

o The sponsor could be either an executive within the agency or a resource provided 

by GSA appointment if necessary. 

 Risk #6:  Agencies require services that are not available under EIS. 

Recommended Mitigation Actions 

o Agencies can issue Requests for Information (RFIs) and have discussions with 

industry to identify alternative services that are available under EIS. 

o Services may be available as EIS TUCs. 

 Risk #7:  The contractor is not adequately staffed to support the required transition / 

transformation. 

Recommended Mitigation Action 

o Agencies may require that contractors document their capabilities to support the 

required transition/transformation to meet required schedule, technical and cost 

objectives. 

 Risk #8:  The Presidential Transition that begins in early 2017 may cause temporary 

vacancies in senior leadership positions in some agencies that in turn may reduce top 

level attention and the priority given to transition.   

Recommended Mitigation Actions 

o Agencies should complete their transition plans early in CY 2016 with financial and 

personnel resources identified and allocated. Agencies should include these plans 

in their FY2017 budget plan. 

o Agencies should complete their inventory validation and make sure that other 

early-phase transition actions are in process prior to end of FY 2016. 

o Agencies should maintain communication and coordination with current senior 

leadership and emphasize importance of continuity in transition process 

o Agency transition manager and career staff can provide continuity in managing 

transition actions per the agency transition plan 

o We recommend that EIS transition be included in Presidential Transition issue 

papers, briefing books, etc. prepared for incoming senior leadership 
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o Agencies should prepare and keep updated a briefing on EIS Transition to be 

delivered to new senior agency leadership at the earliest opportunity 

 

Recommendation #8 – Agencies should leverage the potential of the EIS contract to 

create a more unified, strategic approach to service continuity, technology migration, 

and contract transition.   

For many agencies, government network services are currently delivered through multiple contracts, 

with different contracts covering different regions, using both last generation as well as advanced 

technologies. Since the government’s current network contracts will be replaced by EIS, which is a 

more comprehensive contract, agencies now have the opportunity to take a more unified and 

strategic approach to service continuity, technology migration, and contract transition.   

For agencies whose primary objective is a short transition timeframe, their overall goal should be to 

enable rapid response from vendors and rapid proposal evaluation while delivering significant cost 

savings. For EIS services that do not require complex and customized solutions, standardized and 

simplified task orders will help achieve this goal.    

To aid rapid transition as well as cost savings, agencies with these types of requirements should 

release multiple task orders for EIS services. Doing so will allow the government to solicit solutions 

that are easy to evaluate, award, and transition early at a competitive price. Additional cost savings 

may be achieved if an agency requires a large volume of a particular service, which could be priced in 

a TUC. Note that this approach may require a significant number of task orders. The rapid response 

and evaluation will only be possible if there are no complex, custom requirements.  

Agencies with a high priority on speedy transitions should not be bound by the structure of their 

current network and telecom contracts. Rather than basing their Fair Opportunity solicitation on 

which services are on the legacy contracts, agencies should release task orders that reflect their 

current and upcoming business considerations and issues. This will allow agencies to avail themselves 

of new market service offerings. 

Local voice services delivered under the current LSA agreements represent a type of service which 

agencies can procure and transition to rapidly, as long as task orders are released with like-for-like 

service requirements. Conversely, for newer IP-based voice technologies that are not based on 

geography, agencies may wish take this opportunity to migrate to next-generation voice platforms to 

cover a wider service area with additional functionality. This is a case in point where the agencies can 

release task orders with functional requirements, and the service providers can propose enterprise-
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level voice solutions, possibly resulting in a longer transition timeframe. Therefore, agencies should 

examine the tradeoffs between rapid transition and other desired business outcomes (e.g. improved 

citizen service through integrated voice/data applications).  

The task order and award governance model contemplated under EIS is a significant departure from 

the models under Networx, WITS, and the regional LSA contracts. Therefore, ACT/IAC recommends 

that GSA provide agency and vendor training on the EIS Task Order Process. GSA should create some 

common processes, templates and procurement checklists, so that there is a level of consistency 

across the task orders. GSA should train agencies on those processes. This task order training will 

facilitate rapid response from vendors, and rapid evaluation by the government. GSA’s EIS Interact 

site would be one useful way to disseminate EIS Task Order processes and training material.  
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